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Aerosol-Microphysics Coupling 
(done in Goddard 5-class 3-ice MP scheme only) 
•  CCN based on Koehler curve (Koehler et al., 
2006; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008) 
•  IN based on Demott et al.(2010) 
•  Both CCN and IN are diagnostic parameters 
only 
Aerosol-Radiation Coupling 
(done in Goddard LW/SW radiation schemes 
only) 
• Aerosols predicted from WRF-Chem/GOCART 
are used to calculate radiative parameters to 
account for the aerosol scattering and 
absorption effects in the atmosphere. 
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•  Grell-Freitas ensemble Cu 
parameterization!
•  Goddard microphysics 3-ice with 
aerosol !
•  2014 Goddard radiation scheme 
for both longwave and shortwave!
•  YSU scheme PBL scheme!
•  Monin-Obukhov (MM5) sfc layer!





• CNTL: No dust!
• AMR1: Dust acting as IN&CCN!
• AMR2: Dust acting as IN only!
• AM1: Microphysical coupling only!
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Conclusions+
•  Li`le+impact+on+storm+intensity+and+track+
through+5+days+
•  Simula/on+diﬀerences+from+physics+sensi/vity+
runs+smaller+than+spread+caused+by+random+
perturba/ons+
•  Possible+tendency+for+reduced+size,+but+
requires+aerosol+ensemble+runs+to+verify+
+
Future+Work+
•  Perform+ensembles+of+AMR1+case,+compare+to+
Control+ensemble+
•  Examine+diﬀerences+in+storm+structure+
– Radius+of+max+wind,+hurricane<force+winds,+TS<
force+winds+
–  Impacts+on+thermodynamic+ﬁelds+
•  Find+/me+to+write+it+up!+
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